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ON BEING A
SECULARIST ALL

THE WAY DOWN

Kai Nielsen

I explicate and argue for a way of

looking at life, and responding to it,

that is uncompromisingly secular-

ist. It is an atheism and a social

naturalism: a distinctive form of natu-

ralism that I argue answers better

than religious orientations or “sci-

entific” forms of naturalism to both

our cognitive interests and to our

moral and political and other affec-

t ive interests. I t  is a thoroughly

anti-metaphysical natural ism re-

jecting metaphysical realism and

physicalism without taking an anti-

realist or dualist turn. How it is a

social naturalism is explained and

defended as well as the senses in

which it is non-scientistic, histori-

cist, and contextualist. It will also

seek to make clear what really grips

some religiously sensitive people,

even people fully attuned to mo-

dernity, about religion and then to

show how we can live full well and

even flourishingly without religion.

However, I do not only argue that we

can so live, but that we should so

live. We should be secularists all the

way down.

I

I shall argue for being a through and through secularist in all domains
of life and belief. This comes to being either an atheist or an agnostic

though ideally an agnostic who is not anguished over the possibility that
God does not exist and that there are no other purely spiritual realities.1
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And, since fallibilism is by now the name of the game for all reasonable
belief, the dividing line between atheism and agnosticism is not sharp.
In speaking of an atheist, I refer to someone who rejects belief in God
either (a) because she believes that it is false or highly unlikely that God
exists, (b) believes that the concept of God is incoherent or so prob-
lematic as to make such belief impossible or irrational, or (c) because
she believes that the term “God” is being used in such a manner that it
is so devoid of substance as to make religious belief, rhetorical effects
aside, indistinguishable from purely secular beliefs except for the fact
that religious beliefs are associated with certain religiously distinctive
stories which in turn are stories which (on such an account) the reli-
gious believer, though she must entertain them in a vivid and lively way,
may or may not believe. On which basis the rejection is made by an
atheist depends on how “God” is being construed by religious people.
The kind of atheist I am rejects: (i) anthropomorphic conceptions of
God on the basis of (a), (ii) belief in the God of developed Judaism,
Christianity, or Islam on the basis of (b) and (iii) purely symbolic con-
ceptions of God such as Richard Braithwaite’s and R. M. Hare’s on the
basis of (c).2

The atheism I articulate and defend is a naturalism in that it re-
jects all forms of supernaturalism. But it is a social naturalism that rejects
physicalism, even the moderate non-reductive physicalism of Richard
Rorty, Donald Davidson, and Daniel Dennett.3 It does so not because it
embraces any form of dualism or epiphenomenalism except perhaps
some form of property dualism, but because such an atheist regards
human beings as not being just biological beings, let alone machine-
like beings, but instead takes human beings to be irreducibly social
beings and the human animal as being a self-interpreting animal.4 So-
cial relations are partly constitutive of what it is to be a human being.5

They are not just danglers that might be snipped off to reveal the purely
biological nature of what it is to be human. But that does not at all mean
that I believe that there is some ghost in the organism.

This social naturalism is also a non-scientistic naturalism. It rejects,
as a piece of incoherent metaphysics,  the Quinean, Smartian,
Armstrongian belief—the belief of metaphysical or “scientific” realists—
that physics, or natural science more generally, yields our best
approximation of the one true description of the world and that any
further filling in of that must be done by physics or a science based on
physics.6 It thinks that that is nothing more than a scientistic metaphysi-
cal dogma. By contrast I argue that there is no one vocabulary—or for
that matter several vocabularies taken in conjunction—that can tell it
like it is and that science is not privileged here such that what science
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cannot tell us humankind cannot know.7 Our knowing and conceptual-
ization is inescapably perspectival. We have different social practices
with their different language-games that exist for different purposes.
We cannot coherently say that one of them, say, the discourses of phys-
ics, is “closer to reality” than, say, the discourses of biology, social
anthropology, literature, politics, or the give and take of our common
life.8 They all have different rationales and they can do their jobs well
or ill in helping us to cope with different problems, but none of them
is closer to “the truth” or more adequately tells us what reality really is
like in itself.9 Poetry is no more or no less distant than chemistry from
“the truth” or closer or less close to revealing what reality is really like
in itself. Physics and chemistry do, of course, tell us more about struc-
tures in the world than poetry. Indeed poetry is not concerned about
that at all. But these sciences do not tell us more about what reality is
like or about what “ultimate” reality is like or about what reality in itself
is like than poetry.

We do not know what we are talking about in speaking of “ulti-
mate reality” or of “reality in itself” or even about just plain old reality
full stop. Both these sciences and poetry as well help us cope with real-
ity though in quite different ways and for very different purposes. We
learn from reading poetry about human sensibilities, feelings and con-
ceptions of life. These tell us about realities, but about different realities,
realities we can be interested in for different reasons than the realities
chemistry and physics tell us about. But there is no sense in saying that
one reality rather than the other is “really reality.” Both tell us about
things that are “equally real” but answer to very different human inter-
ests. To think the contrary—to think physics or biology or anything else
tells us what reality is like in itself—is without coherent meaning. There
is no sense in talking about how reality is in itself or of the uniquely
correct description of the world. And to claim this is not to give voice to
or to assume some form of idealism in disguise or even an antirealism,
but just a thoroughgoing form of perspectivism.10 It is incompatible with
scientific or metaphysical realism but not with common-sense realism,
a perfectly non-metaphysical view.11

My social naturalism is also a form of historicism.12 I mean by that,
in Hegel’s famous phrase, that there is no overleaping history: our con-
ceptions, attitudes, and beliefs are embedded in, indeed are a part of,
social practices and forms of life that are historically and in consider-
able measure culturally distinctive and determinate. Our very identities
and conceptions of ourselves and of the world, our convictions about
how we should relate to others, live our lives, and how the political or-
der should be ordered, cannot stand free of these social practices, forms
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of life, and the traditions of which they are a part. But we are not culturally
or conceptually imprisoned by this nor is this a form of cultural relativ-
ism or indeed any form of relativism. We are not culturally/conceptually
imprisoned because, in Otto Neurath’s by now overworked but still il-
luminating phrase (what was once a metaphor), we can and do repair
and rebuild the ship at sea. We alter our social practices in the light of
new situations: sometimes as a result of their contact with other social
practices including sometimes the rather different social practices of
other cultures. Certain social practices even sometimes get abandoned
or transformed, typically slowly, but sometimes rapidly, and sometimes
almost beyond recognition. Moreover, though always by operating with
social practices, we have the ability to reflect on our social practices
and critically to assess them though surely not all of them at once. We
operate with them, but, while still operating with some, we can operate
on our own social practices as well, though not, of course, on all of them
at once. We, that is, can always critically examine a social practice or
clusters of social practices using still other social practices.13 We never,
however, stand free of all social practices and view the world from the
point of view of the universe or the point of view of nowhere. There is
no ahistorical perspective—no “perspectiveless perspective” or God’s-
eye perspective—from which we can view things. But we are not
conceptually imprisoned for all of that. We, to repeat, repair and rebuild
the ship at sea.

This historicism is not a cultural or conceptual relativism for, wher-
ever it is we stand, we can look back at previous ways of life or look
sideways at other extant ways of life, and sometimes see how we have
now come to have either a more adequate or less adequate cluster of
social practices than these other ways of life.14 And in so reflectively as-
sessing things (in so making these comparisons) we can sometimes come
to see—though we always start from there (that is from our own social
practices or at least from some of them)—that they are the less adequate
practices. This reflective ability to look back or to look sideways is per-
haps most easily seen with traditions: we can recognize, though usually
with difficulty, when they have developed and when they have degener-
ated. Perhaps to a very limited extent, we can even conjecture how the
trajectory of our social practices might better develop. This is always a
very risky business and self-deception and wish-fulfillment is an ever
present possibility—a possibility that not infrequently turns into a real-
ity. And our understanding here is not merely theoretical, we need a
practical understanding of these practices as well. We gain this either
through past or present involvement with them (from their being our
practices) or through a reading of literature, history, or ethnographies
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that vividly take us, so to say, inside them. They give us, that is, where we
are not actual participants, the closest approximation we can get to a
knowledge by practice. But it is clear enough that we can, and upon
occasion do, sometimes without—or virtually without—ethnocentrism
take evaluative stances towards our own social practices as well as other
social practices. We are not limited to saying “Well this is just what we
do in our tribe.”15 The salient historicist point is that we do this without
ever being able to attain some God’s eye or cultureless view of the world.
We can never stand free of our culture. But this need not be blinkering.
Cultures are not bounded systems. There is repeated cross-fertilization
between cultures and we can, and sometimes are, free in certain re-
spects from some aspects of our culture without ever having the
ability—the very thing makes no sense—to stand completely outside our
culture and to view things in utter independence of it.

This social naturalism, which is non-scientistic and non-utterly bio-
logical, is not only social but, as well, a contextual-historicist naturalism.
And it escapes the frequent, and I think, well-taken critique of some
other naturalisms (e.g., the “scientific realism” of Smart, Armstrong, and
Quine) that they make something like a religion, or at least an ideol-
ogy, out of the natural sciences, taking them, without justification, to be
what will tell us what the world (human and nonhuman) is really like
and that all other perspectives are, except perhaps as sometimes useful
expedients, illusory.16 That kind of scientistic naturalism claims to be
continuous with science and indeed to be scientific itself. But “scien-
tific realism” is ersatz science. It is indeed free of an appeal to the
spiritual entities of a theistic metaphysics. But it no more fixes belief by
what Peirce and Dewey called the scientific method than does Thomis-
tic-Aristotelianism. In both cases we have metaphysical theories whose
claims are so problematical as to be arguably incoherent or at least best
set aside as yielding very little, if anything, in the way of understanding.
At best we learn something second-order about our concepts.17 My so-
cial naturalism is not metaphysical and is not held hostage to such
difficulties. Scientific naturalism and theistic metaphysics take in each
other’s dirty linen.

II

Let us now turn to religion. A social naturalism cannot coherently take
the road of J. L. Mackie and Bernard Williams and argue that since (a)
core elements of religion conflict with scientific realism (bald natural-
ism or physicalism, if you will) and since (b) physics (more generally
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natural science) gives the best approximation we can have at any given
time after the rise of science of the one true description of the world,
we then should conclude that religious beliefs are either false or very
probably false.18 Put more simply, but more crudely, physics and only
physics—the scientistic claim goes—tells it approximately like it is as
far as the furniture of the universe, human and otherwise, is concerned.
But religion, the claim continues, at least where it is a theism, conflicts
with physics—conflicts in its account of the universe—so religious belief-
systems and religious cosmological beliefs must be at best false. Such
a frequently traveled atheistic path is closed to a social naturalism for so-
cial naturalism is a thoroughgoing perspectivism which holds that the
very idea of the one true description of the world is without sense. Talk
of the one correct explanation of the world or of science (or anything
else) telling us what “ultimate reality” is like or what human beings re-
ally are—to say nothing of providing a “final theory”—is scientific
mythology and not a rational activity continuous with science.19 Reduc-
tionist, eliminativist, or functionalist physicalism is not a part of science
or even continuous with science. Rather we have with them an activity
coming up with metaphysical pictures that are without rational warrant.
We are just trading a materialist metaphysics for a theistic metaphysics,
an idealist metaphysics or a dualist metaphysics (the last two, of course,
may also be a theistic metaphysics). The point is that none of these meta-
physical schemes make sense and none of them, even if (contrary to
what I have just said) they can somehow be seen to make some sense,
are helpful in our understanding of life and society or in coming to
have a reflective orientation concerning our lives.20 We learn nothing
more about what is sometimes portentously called “the human condi-
tion” from studying them. But social naturalism is not a skepticism any
more than Ludwig Wittgenstein’s and Hilary Putnam’s way of seeing
things are skeptical views. It, like Wittgenstein’s and Putnam’s way of
seeing things, and Isaiah Berlin’s as well, is indeed deeply skeptical of
metaphysics and foundationalist epistemology, but that is another mat-
ter entirely. That does not imply or in any way warrant general
skepticism.21

III

Yet social naturalism, as I initially remarked, is an atheism or at least an
agnosticism, though a thoroughly fallibilistic atheism or agnosticism.
There is no more some secular certainty than there is religious certainty.
So why, given this fallibilism, an atheism? Why be secularists all the way
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down, or even indeed at all, if our condition is that of such a thorough
perspectivism and contextualism? Even some of the reformed philoso-
pher-theologians are perspectivists.22 I will come at that indirectly.
Fideists and friends of fideism, such as Wittgenstein and Putnam, do
not deny, where the form of fideism is sophisticated, that a religion will
have a belief-system. Talk of commitment, trust and faith without such
background beliefs makes no sense. Moreover (pace Norman Malcolm)
there can be no belief-in without belief-that. But fideists stress that be-
ing a belief-system is not the crucial thing about religion.23 That is not
what makes religious belief so important to so many people. We are
creatures—sometimes anguished creatures—who, self-interpreting be-
ings that we are, are trying to make sense of our lives and our world.
Religion intervenes here. For some of us—perhaps for many of us, par-
ticularly if we have something like an advanced education—as modernity
or (if you will) postmodernity sinks in, we, in our very way of respond-
ing and living, will come to recognize that religion is already for us what
William James called a dead option.24 But for others it is not. It is for
many—and among them sometimes intellectuals—an option that they
are passionate about. For them it is anything but dead. It is tied up with
making sense of their lives, making sense of their world (of what life
between human beings can be and what kind of civil society or political
order we should try to create or sustain). Put otherwise, it is a consider-
ation which, as things turn out, and turn out variously for us, may or may
not be decisive in our attempts to find our way in the moral wilderness.25

But it is vital to see that we are not all of the same mind or heart
here. It is another feature of the intractable pluralism of our societies.
And it is here where religion as well as secularism have their bite. We
can be rather bemused and not very interested in J. L. Mackie and Ri-
chard Swinburne going toe-to-toe over which belief-system, a secular
one or a theistic one, has the better claim to having “the true cosmol-
ogy.” Even if Mackie delivers a KO to Swinburne, a Kierkegaardian or
Wittgensteinian fideism remains. A religious believer could be deeply
skeptical, even cynically skeptical, concerning such moves in natural
theology and metaphysics—indeed so skeptical as to be either bored
or mildly amused by such controversies—and still be thoroughly con-
vinced that religion is necessary to make sense of one’s life and of
morality.26 Kierkegaard was such a fideist. It is there, such a fideist be-
lieves, where religiously speaking it is at and not essentially over
competing belief-systems, metaphysical world-views and competing epis-
temologies. If we accept that, as this social naturalist does, what should
we say concerning religion and what should we say about being a secu-
larist all the way down?
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To begin to get a purchase on that, first note that there is some
common ground between utter secularizers such as myself and some
religious believers. Both of us, if we are even remotely attentive readers
of a tolerably good newspaper, and even somewhat reflective, will realize
that we live in a moral wilderness: thousands of people—and unneces-
sarily—starve each year, many more are so malnourished as infants that
in the few years that they can be expected to live they will not be able to
function properly. Great masses of people, most of them children and
most of them people of color, suffer from easily and cheaply curable
diseases. And what is more—and this is as plain as plain can be—these
things do not need to obtain.27 It is also the case, and relatedly, that a
quarter of the world’s population live in conditions of dire poverty, live,
to not put too fine a word on it, in conditions that are swinish. Again it is
anything but evident that this is necessary. And in the face of this, the
wealthy countries of the world continue to get wealthier and the poor
countries poorer.28 And within the rich capitalist democracies them-
selves, the disparity of wealth between the wealthier strata of the society
and the poorer continues to grow and increasingly the strata in the
middle gets in one way or another squeezed. Insecurity in employment
grows and for the most part the conditions of work become less and
less pleasant. We university professors are a comparatively well-off and
comparatively secure and privileged segment of society. Yet it should
be evident at least to those of us who have been around for a while how
the quality of life in universities, including security of employment for
newly minted Ph.D.s, rather steadily deteriorates.

Moreover, and now again speaking generally, not only our social
environment continues to deteriorate, but, as Greens and other envi-
ronmentalists graphically detail, our natural environment is going down
the tubes as well, in some instances perhaps irreversibly. Yet our gov-
ernments do next to nothing about it and, generally speaking, not out
of ignorance either. Add to this the fact that the social world we live in
becomes increasingly ugly and unpleasant; brutality is widespread and
indifference to others even more widespread; child labor flourishes in
certain parts of the world as does slavery (literal slavery and not just
wage slavery). Racism in one form or another is pervasive. In the United
States, for example, it is rampant. It differs from some not too distant
times past in that it is, to some considerable extent, disguised. But all
the same it is there and viciously so.29 The litany of our ills—the horrors
that are part of the daily lives of many people—could readily be contin-
ued. But the above is enough to indicate the moral wilderness in which
we live. (I am not giving to understand that these are the only kinds of
things that make it a moral wilderness.) But these matters are common
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knowledge among us and standardly a matter of common concern for
many secularists and religious believers alike. Moreover, it is not (pace
Alasdair MacIntyre) a moral wilderness because we are conceptually at
sea about our modern morality having only fragments of past morali-
ties now largely opaque to us.

Some religious believers—believers not very well anchored in the
world—might try to blame our ills here principally on secularism and
the Enlightenment or post-Enlightenment. But there is little merit in
that. Perhaps scientistic attitudes, from Holbach to Quine, are in some
very minor way responsible for our situation by in effect blunting our
understanding of what social critique and moral reflectiveness could
come to. The ideology of contemporary “scientific realists” may con-
tribute to the obliterating (if only by rather contemptuous neglect) of
the cultural space needed for the very existence of an institutionally
acknowledged and respectful role for critical intellectuals, including
that of philosophers so conceiving of themselves.30 Such activities, it is
frequently thought by such scientistic philosophers, just aren’t philoso-
phy or even any kind of serious intellectual endeavor. They are good
for common room chat but not for much else.

But, all that notwithstanding, the main culprit is industrial society.
And the extant and recently demised versions of industrial societies are
either capitalist societies (still very much with us) or those, now for the
most part defunct, authoritarian non-capitalist Statist societies that vainly
tried to compete with capitalist societies.31 We have other models of
industrial society, but no other exemplifications. This being so, it seems
to me evident that we should lay the blame for the ills I have listed prin-
cipally on capitalism and most firmly on globalizing capitalism.32 But, if
that seems too parti pris to you, let it pass and consider the fact that it
would really and uncontroversially be parti pris to lay the blame for
these ills on secularism. Our industrial societies have been, and still
are, massively religious societies.33 Indeed theistically religious societ-
ies. Moreover, Enlightenment thought need not be scientistic. Two of
the great exemplars of Enlightenment thought, David Hume and John
Dewey, were secularists all the way down without being scientistic with
the blunting of the critical thrust of normative inquiry that goes with
scientism.34 And the same is true of the social naturalism I have articulated.

There is another important common point of departure between
at least some secularists (including this secularist) and some religious
intellectuals that is relevant here. John Rawls and Thomas Scanlon in-
stance it well on the secular side and Alasdair MacIntyre and Charles
Taylor on the religious side. It is the common recognition that in moral
and normative political reflection and inquiry we must start from, and
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in some sense return to, the social practices in our common social life,
including the considered convictions which are deeply embedded in
them: the, as Rawls puts it, at least provisional fixed points of our moral
life. I have called them moral truisms and Jeffrey Stout has called them
moral platitudes.35 Some have misleadingly and portentously called
them natural laws. But, at least for people in modern cultures, they could
not even begin moral inquiry or reflection without their being assumed
and, to use Wittgenstein’s way of putting it, we could not find our feet
with anyone who did not acknowledge them as normative for their lives.
Whatever else we may say about the sources of normativity we need to
acknowledge that. A person without them and the social practices that
go with them would be without what by now we understand as a morality.

These moral truisms include prominently such things as truthful-
ness being a virtue, promises being something to be kept, integrity being
something to be cultivated, human well-being being desirable, an un-
derstanding of one’s situation being a good thing, human suffering or
pain being bad, caring about others and for oneself good, cooperation
on fair terms being essential to a decent human life, mutual respect
and recognition being essential for human flourishing and the care for
children being something which is morally obligatory. These are just as
available to, and as fully acknowledgeable, and acknowledged, by athe-
ists as by religious believers. They may have their origin in religion, but
validity is independent of origin and by now, vis-à-vis religion, they are
normatively speaking free standing. These moral truisms—and I do not,
of course, take the list to be exhaustive—need not be taken as founda-
tional for the moral life. (It may very well be that nothing need be so
taken.) Rather they come as a cluster of beliefs with none of them, or
some more precise rational reconstruction of them, standing in any sort
of hierarchy as first principles or as basic beliefs foundational for the
moral life. The force any one of them has is effected by the others. In-
deed we will not even properly understand them if we try to take them
in isolation. Sometimes some of them conflict and it needs to be seen
(if this can be pulled off) which of them, in some specific problematic
situation, has pride of place. (Here we see, as Dewey so well stressed,
how important context is. I have built contextualism into the very struc-
ture of my social naturalism.36)

All of these moral truisms are defeasible; any of them (taken one
or a few at a time) can be overridden by other moral considerations,
including other moral truisms, coming to have greater force in some
specific situation. (It is important, however, to recognize that our moral
truisms do not come to us in anything like a lexical order.) None of
them are certainly true or in any other way certainly established nor are
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they always to be acted on, nor are they “properly basic.” That very vo-
cabulary and the way of thinking that goes with it is eschewed. But they
always have some prima facie or presumptive force. Someone who just
sets them aside in her “moral reasoning” is not reasoning morally at
all.37 However, we only get something for some of these moral truisms
sounding like moral certainties when they are transformed in the di-
rection of conceptual remarks and have shed their substantive content,
as when we go from the genuinely substantive moral truism “to cause
pain is bad” to “to cause pain without point or reason is evil.”

The appeal to moral truisms is not a backhanded way of claiming
certitude and it is not to turn one’s back on fallibilism. Moreover, it
need not be at all to espouse foundationalism. But it is also important
to recognize that religious believers, at least if they are even remotely
orthodox, at some point, and in some way (though sometimes obliquely)
will claim certainty. They may be shockingly skeptical in all sorts of ways,
trumping in some ways Hume, but tucked away in some corner will be
some kind of claim to certitude. This is as true of Pascal, Hamann and
Kierkegaard as it is of any other religious believer. It is just that with
them the claim to certitude is not so up front. Religious people will
not, perhaps cannot, accept the full force of fallibilism and remain Jews,
Christians, or Moslems.38 But, by contrast, secularists frequently do not
claim certainty. Moreover—and this is the normatively vital point here—
a secularist need not, nor should she, claim or seek certainty. Here we
can see a crucial difference between a religious stance and an utterly
secular one, and again we find good reasons here for being secularists.
It is a cultural accomplishment to be able to abandon the quest for cer-
tainty, to live comfortably with fallibilism and, all the same, not to be at
all caught up by skepticism, nihilism, or cynicism. And in some of the
more fortunate parts of the world we are stumbling along in that direction.

It is also true that these moral truisms are vague and indetermi-
nate in their application, though neither so vague nor so indeterminate
as to lose substantive content and to fail to be action-guiding. Take, for
example, truthfulness is a good thing. That is perfectly compatible with
considerable differences about what truthfulness requires. Some Chris-
tians—Kant and MacIntyre, for example39—believe that it is never right
to lie while I, and not a few others, including some Christians, think
that while lying is always prima facie wrong that we sometimes not only
should lie but that sometimes we have an obligation to lie if nothing
else is likely to prevent a certain very harmful result. (This is the “ter-
rible consequentialism” that Anscombe so detested. She, in a fine fit of
fanaticism, said she did not want to talk with anyone with such views.)40

It is not that lying should come trippingly on the tongue, but that in
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certain circumstances we must—morally must—lie. And we can believe
this, I remark in passing, without being utilitarians. If I, to use a well
worn example, am living under Nazi occupation, and the Gestapo is at
my door asking if there are any Jews in there, I have, if I am hiding Jews,
an obligation to lie, even if in doing so I put myself at some consider-
able risk. So while some think (usually Christians) that it is never right
to lie—thinking perhaps that everything is in God’s hands and that we
may never do evil that good may come—others (usually secularists)
think that it is not only sometimes right to lie, but also that it is some-
times morally required. Both accept the moral truism that truthfulness
is a good thing; again to speak portentously, they are both likely to be-
lieve that care for truth is a standard of rectitude in life, but they differ, and
differ deeply, concerning application of the requirement of truthfulness.

People will differ over the scope of truthfulness, just what it com-
mits one to and even over what it means to be truthful.41 To consider
only the latter here. Suppose that I, a Quebec sovereignist, am at a table
in Alberta with a group of people who have no reason at all to believe
that of me and they begin to speak in a dinner table conversation rather
vehemently against what they call “Quebec separatism.” Suppose I say
nothing. Have I been untruthful and (to boot) shown lack of integrity?
People will strongly disagree about whether I have. There will be simi-
lar differences over the scope of truthfulness, when (if ever) to lie, how
important the moral maxim “Do not lie” is, and over what it exactly (or
even inexactly) commits one to. The other moral truisms are similarly
vague and indeterminate.

Such considerations have led some theists—though not only
them—to say that to have anything like an adequate conception of the
good and the right we need either to turn to Scripture and Revelation
or to some full-blown metaphysical-cum-moral theory such as Thomistic-
Aristotelianism or, of course, to both. But all these are nonstarters. There
are different and sometimes conflicting putative Scriptures and puta-
tive Revelations. Indeed, if we go genuinely anthropological with the
putative Revelations, we will have to acknowledge that there are thou-
sands of them: almost as many as there once were different cultures. So
there is plainly the problem of ascertaining which, if any, is the genuine
article. To just take one of the putative Scriptures or Revelations—say
the Christian one—as binding and authoritative is question-begging and
flatly ethnocentric. But appealing to something outside the putative Di-
vine Scripture or putative Revelation such as miracles (alleged miracles)
or to the magisterium of the Catholic Church or the authority of any other
church is to rely on some other ground than that of Scripture (puta-
tive) or Revelation (putative) and thereby to lose the force of that
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appeal.42 Moreover, an appeal to a magisterium as authoritative is just
dogmatically and uncritically to appeal to one tradition among others.
Perhaps something like that would be plausible in a world without
knowledge of other traditions or perhaps without a knowledge of a com-
peting long-standing secular tradition without the religious anchorage
of any of the religious traditions. But that is not our world.

We have plainly and irretrievably lost our innocence. And an ap-
peal to the Thomistic-Aristotelian tradition is, standing where we are
now, an appeal to a spent tradition. The idea that the universe is teleo-
logically ordered, as it claims, is at best without warrant and at worst
incoherent. And there is no sound argument for the existence of God
or the immortality of the soul or for a belief in miracles. And this is
widely, though not quite universally, recognized. The whole Thomistic-
Aristotelian apparatus is a relic of the past undermined by the tradition
of critical philosophical thought.

Must we continue to redo (perhaps with a little rational reconstruc-
tion here and there) the work that Hume and Kant did so well before
us? Should we continue to play the role of Philo? Standing where we
stand now to do any of these things seems to be extremely Quixotic. It is
to return to considerations that we have very good reasons to believe
have been thrashed out sufficiently already. A claim that some miracles
have really been established to be true or that we have a new perfectly
sound argument for the existence of God is more likely to be met with
a yawn rather than with philosophical interest. We have been over these
grounds too many times already. It is not that we can stand free of tradi-
tions, but that working from within (from within the broad confines of
the Western tradition), the secular tradition wins at least on these counts.
Recall also that for a long time now we have lived in a world in which
various religious traditions compete and that Christian, Jewish, and Is-
lamic traditions, or more accurately some articulations of them, are all
thoroughly embedded in a broader Western tradition.43 And to appeal
to a metaphysical moral theory such as Thomistic-Aristotelianism is (a)
to have in tow all the very problematic features of metaphysics and par-
ticularly of such a supernaturalistic metaphysics and (b) it is, as well, to
appeal to one of the religious traditions among the various traditions as
authoritative in the face of other traditions (religious and secular). Just
making an appeal to authority like that has all the appearances of an
utterly arbitrary move. Why accept claims taken as just appeals to tradi-
tion which seem at least to have as much or as little warrant as the others?
It comes down, however embellished it is with scholarship, to making a
bald dogmatic claim to authority.
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I agree, however, with the claim sometimes made by some theistic
philosophers that while an appeal to moral truisms is a necessary start-
ing point in moral inquiry and moral reflection, it is not enough to yield
a satisfactory account of morality. It is here where what has been called
wide and general reflective equilibrium comes into play.44 We start, and
inescapably, with our considered convictions, including our moral truisms,
and we seek to get them into wide and general reflective equilibrium
not only by forging them into a coherent package, typically by making
adjustments as we proceed to get a better fit of our considered convic-
tions at various levels of abstraction as well as with our other moral beliefs,
but also by seeking the most coherent assemblage we can obtain of both
of them together and with, as well, while doing some sifting here, our
various moral theories, theories of human nature, theories of social struc-
ture and social organization. We will also, in using the method of wide
reflective equilibrium, consider the import of what we reasonably be-
lieve to be facts about the world, including facts about human society
and various psychological facts about individuals. We will seek, as well,
to get them into a coherent fit with our other beliefs, including, of
course, our considered convictions. Using this holistic coherentist
method—and always using it fallibilistically and in line with historicism—
we will seek for a time and for a culture or cluster of related cultures in
our particular world, or ideally, and probably unrealistically, the assem-
blage of cultures in the modern world, for the most coherent conception
of how things hang together we can for a time get, including essentially,
in trying to see how things hang together, seeing how our lives as moral
persons hang together. We can, however, never reasonably expect firm
closure; we will at best get something that for a time obtains, knowing
full well that this will always be only for a time. The reflective equilibrium
will, sooner or later, be upset and another will need to be forged. But
this is just what it is to live with fallibilism.

In this way, in forging such a wide reflective equilibrium, we can
make our moral truisms somewhat more determinate—make them, that
is, into something more than moral truisms. And while we have here a
fallibilism, a historicism, and a contextualism, our views are neither rela-
tivist nor ethnocentric. They are not ethnocentric because, while we
start with our considered convictions, we have a method for criticizing
the views and practices with which we start by either correcting them, in
accordance with our goal of coherence, by modifying them or in some
instances even by abandoning them for other principles, views and prac-
tices, always with the same goal of coherence in mind. We are not stuck
with just saying that these are our considered judgements and that they
are the ones we must stick with or at least that we, utilizing the method
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of tenacity, are just going to stick with through thick and thin. It is not
relativistic either for it is not saying, absurdly and incoherently, that there
are many sets of considered judgments (including sometimes conflicting
or perhaps—if that notion makes sense—incommensurable sets) and
that they are “all equally valid” (whatever that could mean). Rather, wide
reflective equilibrium yields grounds for assessing in terms of coher-
ent overall fit clusters of considered judgements embedded in different
social practices. It will not, at least in many situations, say that we have
no grounds for favoring one cluster of social practices over another or
claiming, absurdly and incoherently, that they are all “equally true” or
“equally sound” or even “equally valid.” And, where for a time, after we
have applied conscientiously the method of wide reflective equilibrium
and we still have what at least looks like a tie, we can reasonably, if ever
this actually obtains, go back to the drawing board, and, using the
method of wide reflective equilibrium, try again to forge a reflective
equilibrium that will not have that untoward result. There is no justi-
fied or acceptable principle of sufficient reason that says we, at least in
the fullness of time, must succeed, but there is nothing that tells us that
we must, or even will, or probably will, fail.

So here we have a method—a way of fixing belief—available to
someone who is a secularist all the way down to make sense of her moral
and political life without any of the obscurities and inescapably
ethnocentricizing factors that are unavoidable for the religious believer.
There is nothing for the secularist like “Christ is the truth and the way.”
In that way, knowing they have no need of such a skyhook, secularists
can, if they will hold onto their brains, take seriously and to heart their
considered judgements, and put them together with other things they
have good reasons for believing, take themselves out of the moral wil-
derness understood here as an incoherence about, or perhaps even in,
moral belief and commitment. In another way—the way I described
when I listed some of the horrors of our world—they, and religious
believers as well, will remain in it. But that is because of capitalism and
not because of a secular orientation or a religious orientation or be-
cause of the presence of or the absence of some metaphysics or
epistemology. And capitalism is something they can in good conscience
both fight together whatever their religious, nonreligious. or antireli-
gious orientations and whatever metaphysical or anti-metaphysical or
epistemological or anti-epistemological views they may, or may not, es-
pouse. It is tempting, at least for me, to think positive metaphysical or
epistemological views are free spinning wheels that turn no machinery and
have little relevance, except sometimes as encumbrances, to moral and
political life and that negative anti-metaphysical or anti-epistemological
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views are only important as bits of philosophical therapy. With the de-
mise of the positive views we could forget about the negative ones.45

Kai Nielsen, Department of Philosophy, Concordia University, Montreal, Quebec,
H3G 1M8, Canada
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1. In the following quotation Andrew Levine gives expression to an attitude
that is very pervasive among secularists: “. . . a broadly secular worldview has
become part of the common-sense of many of us. There are even sizeable num-
bers of people who, like myself, are unable to identify with religious sensibilities
experientially. For us, the world of the faithful seems both exotic and ridicu-
lous. It is accessible to us only in the way that, say, Greek mythology is; from the
outside. We know that religions have millions of adherents, many of whom are
ardent believers, just as we know that belief in the exploits of Zeus was once
fervent and widespread. But in neither case can we understand the phenom-
enon empathically. Before the Enlightenment, most people experienced
non-belief as a failing to be overcome. Nowadays, many non-believers experi-
ence the inability to understand belief empathically as a triumph. We consider
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Métaphilosophie/Reconstructing Philosophy? ed. Jocelyne Couture and Kai
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22. My metaphor about being secularists all the way down has misled some. Andrew
Lugg has responded that being secularists all the way down is clearly compatible
with the idea that there is a place for religion. A theist could argue “Yes, we can
be secularists, but we don’t have to be, and why after all should we be?” My
metaphor apart, I argue that we should be secularists (atheists) because it is a
more reasonable and humanly desirable thing to be than to be a theist or any
other kind of religious believer. The import of the metaphor is that we could
and should, in showing the preferability of a secular view to a religious one, go
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thing worth being committed to in our moral and political responses. The sense
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1997).
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Jeremy J. Shapiro (Boston: Beacon Press, 1970).

31. See Ferenc Fehér, Agnes Heller, and György Márkus, Dictatorship Over
Needs: An Analysis of Soviet Societies (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1983).

32. Hendrik Hart, who counts himself as a thoroughgoing opponent of capital-
ism, thinks I demonize capitalism. By this he means I “give it the counterrole of
God, namely the devil.” He adds “If in your [my] thinking you have both a spe-
cific location for keeping us on track (wide reflective equilibrium) you display
some very classic qualities of religion” (from a personal communication). Well,
perhaps, but I do not demonize capitalism. I certainly do not think it is the
source of all our ills. But I do think that it is the source of some very important
ones and I try to say what some of them are. And I do argue that they are suffi-
cient to turn our social world into a moral wilderness (e.g., Brittain and Elliott,
op. cit.). Similarly, reflective equilibrium is not a secular source of salvation. It
hardly, for example, answers to what for some may be a very personal and pri-
vate sense of despair and meaninglessness. But in many contexts it shows us how
to see morality as more than a rather chaotic and arbitrary jumble of beliefs and
sentiments.

33. Unless, like Kierkegaard, we use such strict criteria for “being religious” that
we end up saying, as he did, that there are no Christians in the Christian King-
dom of Denmark.

34. Habermas, op. cit., 81–122.

35. See my Naturalism without Foundations and On Transforming Philosophy:
A Metaphilosophical Inquiry (Boulder, Colo: Westview Press, 1995), as well as
Jeffrey Stout, Ethics After Babel (Boston: Beacon Press, 1988) and, idem, “Truth,
Natural Law and Ethical Theory,” in Natural Law Theory, ed. Robert P. George
(Oxford: Clarendon Press), 71–97.

36. See my Naturalism without Foundations, 25–77.

37. Ibid., 261–72.

38. Both Robert Audi and Hendrik Hart have argued that not all religious be-
lievers need be on a quest for certainty and that they need not reject fallibilism.
Claims to certainty are even dismissed by some religious thinkers as misplaced
Cartesian anxiety. I take this point. But I think that it should be added that this
is a very recent phenomenon, probably in some considerable measure a response
to the persuasiveness of pragmatist secular fallibilism. What has historically given
religion much of its power is its claim in one way or another, cognitively or effec-
tively or both, to hold out the hope of some certitude in our groping to make
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some sense of our tangled lives. Moreover, and distinctly, once fallibilism is let in
and becomes persuasive religion becomes increasingly vulnerable to secular
alternatives.

39. Alasdair MacIntyre, “The Privatization of Good: An Inaugural Lecture,” Re-
view of Politics 52:4 (1990): 356–67.

40. G. E. M. Anscombe, Ethics, Religion and Politics (Minneapolis, Minn.: Uni-
versity of Minnesota Press, 1981), 26–42.

41. Alasdair MacIntyre has insightfully discussed these matters and he has drawn
a very different conclusion than I have. He argues against Jeffrey Stout’s appeal
to a consensus concerning what Stout calls moral platitudes and, in effect, against
what I have called moral truisms. MacIntyre argues that, though Stout is “indeed
right in thinking there is a consensus of platitudes in our moral culture,” this
does not have the significance that Stout attaches to it. (Presumably the same
argument would apply to me.) This consensus rooted in moral platitudes,
MacIntyre contends, “belongs to the rhetorical surface of that culture and not
to its substance. The rhetoric of shared values is of great ideological importance,
but it disguises the truth about how action is guided and directed. For what we
genuinely share in the way of moral maxims, precepts and principles is insuffi-
ciently determinate to guide action and what is sufficiently determinate to guide
action is not shared.” MacIntyre, op. cit., 349. MacIntyre indeed brings out very
clearly as an illustration of the thesis that many of the ways in which the maxim
“Never tell a lie” is indeterminate and how within our societies both in theory
and in practice there is much disagreement, uncertainty, and ambivalence about
truth telling. But he fails to note that, this dissensus notwithstanding, there is
also a wide substantive consensus both in theory and in practice about truth
telling and lying. There is massive agreement that people who simply routinely
lie are careless about the truth or lie whenever it is convenient to behave wrongly.
Clinton is simply a prominent example.

Moreover, people do not utterly disagree about what counts as “routinely,”
“careless,” and “convenient” here. We can easily give clear paradigms. There is
also wide agreement about the wrongness of some (some considerable some)
specific cases of lying. The following are all taken to be plainly wrong in stan-
dard situations and ceteris paribus. A stranger in a city asks for directions and he
is deliberately lied to; a used car salesman extensively lies about the condition of
a car he is selling; a professor gives a grade to a paper and tells the student he
has read it when he hasn’t; a person who has AIDS lies about it and has unpro-
tected intercourse with someone who doesn’t have AIDS; police lie about
torturing someone with no criminal record whom they have arrested for a trivial
offence where they have no reason to believe that that person has committed a
serious crime; a biker gang blows up the car of a rival gang killing several chil-
dren playing in the street nearby and then lies about it in court under oath.
Obviously this list could be easily expanded.

What we see here is that there are plenty of plain paradigms of lying that are
massively and unambivalently believed to be lying that is completely unaccept-
able. We also can easily recognize that prohibitions against these things guide
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action. Moreover, as is argued in the text, cases that are more problematic—
sometimes very much more problematic—can sometimes be rendered less so by
careful moral argument. And it is reasonable to believe that there would some-
times be widespread agreement concerning such cases where the method of
wide reflective equilibrium is in place and people are attending to such argu-
ments. (Wide reflective equilibrium, it should be remarked, is an extension of
common-sense ways of reasoning.) I argue in the text that that is so for
MacIntyre’s case of lying when an innocent human life is immediately at stake.
It is here where the rigidity of Aristotelian-Thomism gets in MacIntyre’s way.
(See MacIntyre, op. cit., 356–67.)

The use of wide reflective equilibrium—a method that is compatible with a
number of substantive ethical theories or with having no such ethical theory at
all—can reduce, but not utterly eliminate, the indeterminacies of truth telling
as it can for many, perhaps all, of the other moral platitudes. But if we conclude
with Maclntyre “that a necessary precondition for a political community’s pos-
session of adequately determinate shared rationally founded moral rules is the
shared possession of a rationally justifiable conception of human good,” we will
wait until hell freezes over, for we will never in our intractably pluralist societ-
ies—societies which are here to stay—come to have such a shared conception.
(MacIntyre, op. cit., 351.) Rawls is a better guide here. The drive to affirm cer-
tainty runs deep in religion and religious thinkers. MacIntyre, for all his sensitivity
to history and to different cultures, is no exception. He requires more certainty—
stronger, more determinate action-guides—for morality than can be had or that
we need to have to have a reasonable morality. (MacIntyre, op. cit., 348–57.)
MacIntyre critiques, unsuccessfully I have argued, Stout (e.g., Stout, Ethics Af-
ter Babel). Stout’s subtle and compelling “Truth, Natural Law and Ethical
Theory,” (in Natural Law Theory, ed. Robert P. George), written after
MacIntyre’s essay, should also be studied in this context.

42. See my Philosophy and Atheism, 245–68, and my Naturalism Without Foun-
dations, 88, 91–95, 112, 514.

43. Only small isolated sects like the Amish or the Hutterites can—and then
only partially—escape this.

44. See my Naturalism Without Foundations; Norman Daniels, Justice and Justi-
fication: Reflective Equilibrium in Theory and Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1996); John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Cambridge, Mass.:
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1971), idem, Political Liberalism (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1993), idem, “Reply to Habermas,” The Jour-
nal of Philosophy 92:3 (1995): 132–80; and T. M. Scanlon, “The Aims and Authority
of Moral Theory,” Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 12:1 (1992): 1–23.

45. See my On Transforming Philosophy, op. cit. I want to thank Jocelyne Cou-
ture, Hendrik Hart, Andrew Lugg, and Jack Ornstein for their critical
examination of my arguments here. Ornstein raised the question, contra my
fallibilism, “Are there not some things, including some empirical things, that we
are certain of and does this not refute fallibilism?” I will acknowledge that there
are some certainties, including some empirical certainties, but contend that that
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does not refute or even count against fallibilism. But isn’t this just the
philosopher’s not infrequent gambit of first saying it and then taking it all back?
No, as I will explain, it is not. Empirical certainties are statements such as “It gets
dark earlier in December in Ontario than in June,” “People eventually die,”
“Some birds migrate,” “Sometimes some people get angry.” They are of course
not a priori true and in that sense they are not certain. But that only means that
it is not self-contradictory to deny them. But for people situated as we are, we
are as confident that they are true as we can be that any statement we believe to
be a priori true is actually a priori true. (Remember the fate of the law of ex-
cluded middle.) To say that this shows that nothing is certain is just to say that
we can in some sense think that any statement might be false even if we are in
circumstances in which we are at a loss to say what that would be like. But for us
situated as we are the examples of empirical certainties given above are things
we are perfectly confident about, haven’t the slightest reason to doubt and even
believe that anyone in our situation who tried to doubt them would be mad. So
in that perfectly ordinary sense some things are certain. But fallibilists are not
concerned to deny that, but to contend that any interesting considerations that
people have reasonably disputed are less than certain and that in the history of
human thought many things that for a time were ubiquitously taken to be cer-
tain have later been found to be false or at least actually doubtful. For further
discussion, see Norman Malcolm, “The Verification Argument,” in Philosophi-
cal Analysis: A Collection of Essays, ed. Max Black (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University
Press, 1950), 244–95.


